Laser fragmentation induced defect-rich cobalt oxide nanoparticles for electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction.
Sub-5 nm cobalt oxide nanoparticles were produced in a water flowing system by pulsed laser fragmentation in liquid (PLFL). Particle fragmentation from 8 nm to 4 nm was observed and proposed to be induced by the oxidation process in water where oxidative species were present and the local temperature was rapidly elevated under laser irradiation. Significantly higher surface area, crystal phase transformation and formation of structural defects (Co 2+ defects and oxygen vacancies) through the PLFL process were evidenced by a detailed structural characterization using nitrogen physisorption, electron microscopy, synchrotron X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. When employed as electrocatalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction under alkaline conditions, the fragmented cobalt oxides exhibited superior catalytic activity over pristine and nanocasted cobalt oxides, with delivering a current density of 10 mA/cm 2 at 369 mV and a Tafel slope of 46 mV/dec, which is attributed to: (i) a larger exposed active surface area, (ii) formation of defects and iii) an increased charge transfer rate. The study provides an effective approach to engineer cobalt oxide nanostructure in a water flowing system, which shows great potential for sustainable production of active cobalt catalysts.